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Chair’s Message
Ardeth Staz
This has certainly been a 'rollercoaster' year
for Stand UP for Student Well-Being!
Thankfully, the organization has survived the
many challenges the year has brought and
has been able to reinvent itself to deliver
programs virtually. The Board is very grateful
for the creativity and resilience of President
Sue Stephenson and Program Manager Anita
Townsend who worked tirelessly to adapt to
this new mode of delivery. Thanks also to the
Comedian Coaches who engineered the
virtual fundraiser performances and who also
adapted to online delivery. Participants still
enjoyed the programs and reached the same
outcomes as in face-to-face delivery in
schools and we are pleased to see the
positive feedback from parents. The final
'performances' were fun to watch!
As we move through this next year, we are
again unsure of what is to come, but we feel
confident that staﬀ will be able to continue
imagining our future and making it a reality what that may look like remains to be seen!
Thanks also to Board Members for your
support including your expertise and
monetary contributions. We all enjoy knowing
we are contributing to students' well-being by
being active Board Members.
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Brief History
A little idea that became a charity to
benefit the well-being of youth.
Our charity has its roots in a program called
Happiness at School that was a dream
come true of Sue Stephenson in 2013 after
she retired as a school principal at North
Kipling JMS and wrote her third book
Kidding Around: connecting kids with
happiness, laughter and humour. In the first
year we had the luck to have two comedians
join us, Marc Trinidad and Tyler Morrison.
Two graduates from Humber College School
of Comedy, —Kyle Woolven and Marc
Hallworth, who is still one of our Lead
Comedy Coaches —joined Sue as codevelopers the following year working with all
grade 7 students in their classrooms at North
Kipling where we have continued for almost 8
years now. We were accepted as Partners
with the TDSB and also worked with Halton
DSB and ALCDSB.
We expanded the program adding more
coaches to the team. We decided there was a
need to rebrand to reflect our vision and
mission and we separated from Happiness
at School and became Stand UP for
Student Well-Being, a Not-For-Profit
Corporation in April 2018. We had the good
fortune to have Consultant Akela Peoples as
our guide and advisor as we developed our
first strategic plan and formed our Founding
Board of five Directors, under the leadership
of Chair Ardeth Staz.

It became clear that we needed to attract
major corporate donors to continue our work
and we applied for and were granted status
as a Charitable Organization on August 23,
2019. Our focus shifted to include the arts,
literacy, and well-being through Comedian
Coaches as visiting artists as a serious and
unique charity. We expanded our in-school
programs called FunShops to include week
long in-person summer FunCamps in Toronto
and Port Hope.
During Feb. 2019 we decided to scale up the
organization adding Anita Townsend as our
new Project Manager, working closely with
Sue Stephenson. We reached out and
contacted many schools and school boards.
The school year 2019-2020 began with
labour unrest in schools but we continued to
oﬀer programs and apply for grants and
sponsors. In March 2020, our whole world
shifted when COVID19 hit Ontario. We didn’t
give up and pivoted to an online program
using ZOOM funded by online fundraisers
and virtual summer camps.
We have worked with over 2000 students in
Toronto, Niagara, Halton, and Peel. We have
demonstrated our impact and impacted the
well-being, behaviour and attitudes of
students, teachers and families.
We look forward to what’s next.
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Our Vision of Success:
A greater community of youth who are
empowered to be confident, kind,
inclusive, resilient and healthy.

Our Purposes

(as per our Letters Patent, Charitable
Organization 73916 9886 RR0001, Article 4)

1. To advance education by providing
instructional classes on the
subjects of public speaking,
literacy skills, and performing
stand-up comedy
2. To carry out activities ancillary and
incidental to the above charitable
purpose.

Our Beliefs:
•

We need to pay attention to all
four parts of our well-being—our
body, our mind, our spirit/social
life, and our emotions.

•

We need to be comfortable
talking about how we feel.
It’s normal to respond to life with
a variety of emotions. There are
no good or bad feelings.

•

There is a close relationship
between comedy and well-being.
Using healthy humour is an
effective way to deal with life’s
challenges. When we are
laughing, it’s hard to be angry or
stressed.

Our Mission:
Trained Comedian Coaches introduce
comedy and healthy humour to young
people in grades four to twelve as
visiting artists.
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2019 - 2020
A Year No One Will Ever Forget!

Obstacles and Challenges
2019-2020 was a year of unprecedented
uncertainty for teacher labour contracts with
Ontario Provincial Government and Union
sanctions and strikes that started in the fall of
2019 and continued through the winter of
2020 which made it near impossible to book
our program in schools.
Our grant proposals to Ontario Trillium
Foundation and Ontario Arts Council in spring
of 2020 were not successful and negatively
impacted our plans for growth after many
hours were spent in preparing both of these
proposals
COVID19 hit Canada in March 2020 and
turned our world upside down in our first
year as a registered charity.
All of our months of planning went out the
window. COVID19 meant that schools were
closed and day camps were cancelled - our
two main sources of income. We knew that
children were suddenly staying at home
isolated from their friends and teachers and
they needed our programs more than ever for
their well-being and confidence —and a
sense of healthy humour and laughter.

Almost overnight the possibility of our inperson fundraisers, events and four summer
camp locations was shattered.
We had to immediately regroup, dig deep and
become a virtual-delivery charity and at first,
we didn’t know how to do that. We learned
fast! The pivot fell on the shoulders of the
President, Program Manager and our team of
Comedian Coaches whose livelihood was
destroyed. We had to very quickly learn how
to use online platforms like ZOOM and social
media on the fly. Now we lack a Project
Manager because funds are gone for the
excellent Project Manager we had.
All of us were coping with our own anxiety
and uncertainty of the COVID19 reality.
The nature of the school year remains
uncertain across Ontario and Canada with
the impact of COVID19 for the fall of 2020 as
schools begin to reopen..
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Strengths and
Accomplishments
Our team had used ZOOM for meetings
before but suddenly in March 2020 all of our
business moved to online overnight. It is
worth emphasizing that our whole team is
ready to continue to rise to the occasion and
work heroically through individual and
personal situations and anxieties with the
uncertainty of the COVID19 reality in order to
keep our charity moving forward. We must
continue to be true IMAGINEERS and dive
even more creatively into this virtual world
transforming our face-to-face programs to
online virtual programs for youth with an
optimistic, playful, positive and experimental
approach!
In some ways, COVID19 resulted in
innovative solutions and programming that
pushed us in new and diﬃcult yet exciting
directions that will most likely continue
long into the future. It is a whole new
world for us.
After receiving our charitable status
registration Aug 22, 2019, we completed
several in-school FunShop programs - North
Kipling JMS for the sixth year, Dr Hilliard for
the fourth year and Gary Allan HS for the third
time.
Due to COVID19, the major live
fundraiser we had planned for April 22 was
cancelled. We had planned four weeks of inperson summer camps at two churches,
which were cancelled.
At the end of March 2020 we pivoted
successfully with COVID19 and held three
online fundraiser nights featuring our own
comedian coaches. Several Comedian
Coaches organized the fundraisers with our
President and our Project Manager.

Comedian Coaches used the ZOOM Webinar
platform to make this possible. Donations
received made 15 summer camps available
to our Partner TDSB students at no charge to
North Kipling JMS, Dixon Grove MS in the
west end and Bowmore MS in East York.
We pivoted successfully with COVID19 as we
planned and oﬀered virtual ZOOM summer
camps for 35 young boys and girls.
• we received legal advice from Board
Director George Limberis and his team
to develop new protocols for virtual
camps for youth that were legally
protective of everyone involved with
safety as our goal
• several Coaches played a major role in
planning the format and curriculum
plan and using ZOOM as platform
• a new Registration Form was created
on the website to include protocols
and Participation Agreement
• new protocols for Comedian Coaches
were developed and a new fee
schedule adopted
• all Comedian Coaches participated as
Kids Comedy Camp coaches
• campers registered from across
Canada—an unexpected bonus!
• 100% positive feedback was received
from all campers and their parents/
guardians
• we started a Part Two virtual camp
week for five youths due to requests
from families
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A variety of advertising websites were
used: OurKids.Net (upgraded to Silver
status), Toronto4Kids, and Calgary
Children’s magazine.
Social media was extensively used
including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and
LinkedIn thanks to Comedian Coach Chili
Davidson.
Board Director Sarb Cheema worked with
President Sue Stephenson to develop a
formal financial reporting system that
better reflects a healthy bottom line for the
charity. Our bottom line was improved by
a substantial donation from a Board
Member.
Donations were received from business
contacts of several Board Members.
Greg Rodrigo donated his time to keep the
website up to date and Nic Rodrigo
donated his time to develop a camp ad
and Playbook for us, both as part of our
Working Board. We thank both of them!

These two particular comments from
parents made it all worthwhile and serve
as continuing encouragement!
“Thanks for all the giggles and smiles!

The boys really did enjoy the jokes part
of the program. They both liked writing
them and they both got enough
encouragement from Coach Jeremy
that they were ready and confident to
perform on the final day. Both of my
boys have ADHD and they weren't too
sure about the program at first. Having
to talk about their feelings was tough
but in the end they learned how to
share their thoughts and feelings in a
fun way. I would also like to say that
Coach Jeremy was excellent. He had
patience with the boys, encouragement
through tears but also made sure they
understood that respect is important. I
would totally recommend this program
to friends and family.
I would also
recommend it to intermediate teachers
and look forward to using the program
in my own classroom in the future.”
—Shannon Rankka, mother of Brody and
Parker, and grade 7 teacher, SDSB

“We’ve been super impressed with your
program! I’m hoping you oﬀer it over
the winter holidays, March Break and
next summer too!”
—Lee Fisher, mother of Alex
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Goals and Strategies
Fearlessness means taking the first step
even if you don’t know where it will take
you.
—Chadwick Boseman

As we move into the beginning of the
new year and plan our goals and
strategies for the next three years, we
need to be optimistic, positive,
playful and experimental.

1. E n g a g e a p a r t - t i m e P r o j e c t
Manager to lead the staﬀ team,
organize protocols, and liaise with
our President, Board Members and
Comedian Coaches as we
implement and refine new virtual
programs and formats.
2. Expand and deepen new program
formats with our Comedian
Coaches and Working Board
structure based on their individual
specialities.
3. E s t a b l i s h a n d i m p l e m e n t a
fundraising plan and donor
acquisition and retention plan, with
new personnel, to ensure our longterm viability.
4. Engage professional consultants to
mentor our Comedian Coaches in
eﬀective online learning techniques
for small groups of youths from
11-17 years old who are struggling
with isolation, anxiety, stress,
overall well-being and self-care
issues.
5. Retain the services of a Digital IT
Specialist to build a social media
presence, run multi-channel digital
campaigns and make our transition
to a virtual world more satisfying
and less diﬃcult.
6. Develop a research process to
monitor and document our goals
and success with youth and their
families.
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Year End Financial Statements
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Thanks to Our Campers
I liked how no one turned down
anyone's idea, and that even though
you make a mistake you don't have to
feel bad, you can just laugh it oﬀ.
—Grace, 11

Well-being generally means how
content you are in terms of both
physical and mental health. Well-being
also means how much you are
enjoying life, and comedy/laughter is a
big part of that. My understanding of
the term has changed in the sense that
now after doing my performance, I feel
a lot happier - so now I include
laughing and comedy in my definition
of well-being.
I really enjoyed this camp, and at first, I
wasn't sure what to expect - I've never
done a comedy camp before, but now
that I'm finished, I'm super glad that I
did it, because it helped me develop
my social skills more.
Two things that I enjoyed most of all
was the "joke jamming", and the ability
to talk to kids through ZOOM, and talk
with them about our skits.
—Alex, 15
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Thanks to Our Project Manager
Anita Townsend

Thanks to Our Comedian Coaches

Marc Hallworth

Chili Davidson

Trevor Burnett

James Elias Island

Jeremy Dobski

Tamara Junkin

Harpreet Sehmbi

Thanks to Our Board of Directors

Ardeth Staz

Sue Stephenson

Doug Cornell

Chair

Founder, President Vice Chair

Sarb Cheema

George Limberis

Treasurer

Director
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